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permanent members of the Security Council to
adhere to the pact precisely in order to settle the
differences between them and could not conceive
of such a pact becoming an impediment to the
settlement of those disputes. The Venezuelan
delegation had upheld the view that the settlement
of disputes among the great Powers should be the
prerequisite for the conclusion of a pact between
them and had gone on to state that the Charter
of the United Nations was the most appropriate
international instrument for promoting co-opera
tion between Member States.

6. The cause of international tension was recip
rocal distrust, deepened by the existing differ
ences between the great Powers. Even in. the very
improbable event of the latter agreeing on the
text of the pact, the disputes would still remain.
Furthermore, since it was virtually certain that
they would not be able to reach such agreement,
one more dispute would be added to those already
separating them: The Charter, on the other hand,
provided the best possible basis for the further
ance of international co-operation.

7. The Venezuelan deleg-ation, therefore, had
believed, when it had spoken in the First Com
mittee, and still believed, that the existing dis
putes should be settled by means of the proced
ures laid down in the Charter rather than by the
drafting of any pact. It had, therefore, supported
the draft resolution which the First 'Committee
had recommended to the General Assembly.

8. The Venezuelan delegation wished to repeat.
in that connexion, its desire. for the whole-hearted
co-operation of all Member States; its conduct
in the United Nations was proof of that desire.
One of its most recent efforts had been the sub
mission of a draft' resolution to the Ad Hoc
Political Committee" during the debate on 'the
question of continuing the Interim Committee.
That draft, which had expressed the wishes of
other delegations, had proposed the establishment
of a sub-committee to study, the powers which'
might be conferred on a subsidiary organ of the
Gerieral Assembly in order to secure the partici
pation of all Members of the United Nations in
the said organ between the sessions of the Gen
eral Assembly. But that draft had been stronzlv
opposed by a group of States, despite the fact
that it had represented a concession' by several
members of the majority to the minority formed
by those States." ,.

9. It was undoubtedly useful for the great Pow
ers to discuss. matters together so as to find out
the exact points' 'on which they differed. Experi
ence had shown, however, that such consultations
could not by themselves. bring about complete
agreement concerning the liquidation of the con
sequences of the Second World War, or lead to

• See Official Records of the fourth. session: of .the
General Assembly, Annex to the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee, document AIAC.31'/L.5.

I For the discussion on this question, see, Official
Records of the .foltrth session of the General Assembly,
4dl;Io~ P<.>liti<;l\! Committee, 19th i\n~2Qth meetings,

'For the discussion on this subject in the First Corn
mittee, see' Official Records of thefoltrt1~ sessio« of the
~ene~all·A.~se,nbly, First C<'>m.!11ittee1 32.5th to~mjl. meet-
1I1g~ me ustve, .

Condemnation of the preparations for
a new war, and conclusion of a five
Power pact for the strengthening of
peace: report of the Fi~t Committee
(A/1150) (continued)

1. Mr. STOLK (Venezuela) said that his dele
gation wished to explain the views it had ex
pressed in the First Committee in order to answer
the arguments advanced. in that Committee by the
representative of the USSR.l

2. The representative of the Soviet Union had
stated that the Venezuelan delegation had opposed
the adoption of the pact for the strengthening of
peace before its contents were fully known in
order to obviate discussion of the substance of the
proposal. The USSR representative had then ex
plained the pacific purposes of that pact. The
Venezuelan delegation had drawn attention to a
number of facts which had' shown that the great
Powers had failed.: since the end of the war and
the founding- of the United Nations, to solve the
larger political problems among- themselves. The
representative of Venezuela had added that it
would be advisable that the text of the proposed
pact should be known before a judgment was
formed as to how far it was consistent with the

. Charter and likely to obtain the agreement of the
great Powers.

3. A large number of recent occurrences had
led the Venezuelan delegation to feel scant opti
mism as to the possibilities of agreement among
those Powers on the pact proposed by the,USSR:
the speech made bv the representative of that
country had strengthened its pessimism. If the
General Assembly were to recommend that such a
nact should be concluded, the delegation of. the
Soviet Union might well insist upon the termina
tion of the North Atlantic Treatv, while the dele
g-ations of the western Powers mig-ht perhaps want
the text of the pact to be that of the joint United
States and United Kingdom draft resolution ad
opted by the First Committee, concerning. the
essentials of peace, to which the USSR and the
States which supported it were opposed. Thus
disagreement between the Powers would continue
as it had done previously.

4. The Venezuelan delegation had stated that it
did not believe any Government or anv people
wished to begin an open war of aggression, and
that it could not and did not believe that the Gov
ernments specifically accused had any such in
tentions.

S. The representative of the Soviet .Union had
also criticized the Venezuelan delegation for hav
ing stated that, even if the proposed pact were
in fact signed, that would be no reason for the
cessation of disputes between the great Powers.
He had added that his Government wished the
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I See Official Records of the fourth sessi(J'~ of thf Gen-
md 4~srtnbl~1 Supplem~n~ N9, t, .

a solution whereby those 'Powers could live to- merely to conceal thoughts but to lull opponents
gether 0\1 the basis of unity, good-will and effec- into a false sense of security.
tive international co-operation, as laid down by 16. It had been claimed that the USSR had
the Charter. never embarked upon a war of aggression and
10. Th~ Charter provided adequate methods for that, on the contrary, it had itself been the vie
the solution of such differences. The Secretary- tim of aggression on two occasions. The General
General had rightly pointed out, in the introduc- Assembly was asked to accept that as evidence
tion to his annual report for the period from 1 of the current and future peaceful policy of the
July 1948 to 30 June 1949,1 that in political dis- Soviet Union. .
putes the United Nations had exerted powerful 17. It had 'also been said that the United States
influences for conciliation and mediation. had been drawn into wars against its will and
11. The USSR representative had referred to a hence in a state of unpreparedness, and that the
dispute between Peru and Bolivia, which he had original impulse of its people had been to keep
said had been solved after sixty-six different out of war. Such an attitude had led to over-con
compromise formulas had been considered. In fidence and all its tragic consequences. The people
actual fact, the dispute in question had been be- of the Philippines had good reason to deplore the
tween Bolivia and Paraguay, not between Peru half-hearted and inadequate defence measures at
and Bolivia. The numerous attempted solutions Pearl Harbor before the Second World War.
referred to had not been the result of direct ne- 18. The United States had learned its lesson the
gotiation between the States concerned, but the hard way and was determined never to make the
fruit of patient efforts at mediation and concilia- same mistake again. Hence the ring of mighty
tion carried out along the lines recommended in bases encircling the globe, the emphasis on stra
the United Nations by the Venezuelan delegation. tegic bombing and the treaties and alliances with
The dispute had finally been settled thanks to all friendly Powers willing to share the responsi
those efforts. That showed how useful it was to bility for common action in the event of an ag
assist the parties to a dispute when they did not gressive war.
seem able to solve it by themselves. 19. Those preparations had been condemned by
12. The Venezuelan delegation had' mentioned some as proof of the aggressive intentions of the
the possibility of recourse to mediation and con- United States. That was a distortion of facts.
ciliation, not only in connexion with the problem Yet, at the same time, it was not entirely accu
of atomic energy but also with regard to disarma- rate to say that those were preparations only for
ment and the question under discussion. In con- defence, and no more. They were preparations
nexion with atomic energy, the delegation of both for defence and counter-attack in the event
Venezuela had put a specific question to the per- of aggression by another Power. In modem war
manent members of the Atomic Energy Corn- ,fare, no preparations for defence were good
mission. Two replies had been received, but there enough unless they could also be used immedi
had been no response from the Soviet .union. atelv and effectivelv for counter-attack. The
13. Venezuela would therefore raise the same Philippines accepted the assurances of the United
question once more. If it seemed doubtful that States and was satisfied that it would never use
the great Powers could settle their differences in its military might except in defence of the free
the regular manner through the General Assern- world. Furthermore. the Philippines hoped that
bly or other United Nations organs, or through the might' of the United States would act as a
consultation, perhaps they should try some new deterrent to' any aggressive Power.
method.' 20. On the other hand, the Philippines did not
14. Mr. Stolk would therefore reiterate his dele- think that peace could be maintained forever by
gation's belief. In order to settle the differences such precarious means: History showed that peace
between the great Powers, it would soon be based solely on a delicate balance of power could
essential-if it were. not already imperative- only be temporary. The question of war and peace
to adopt the method of mediation and conciliation could not therefore be left to the hazards of a
by persons with high moral qualifications, acting system of military checks and balances.
in their personal capacity without instructions 21. Peace could not come from the mere repeti
from any Government, in the name of peace and tion of peaceful assurances, and it would be ab
security, and naturally on behalf of the United surd to ignore the political realities which stood
Nations; with the help of men of science and between intentions and actions. It was time for
members of the Secretariat. The responsibility lay both sides to explore the possibility of eo
with those Powers to decide whether they were existence. and co-operation instead of merely talk
prepared to use that method in Order to reach ing about it. That should not be difficult once they
agreement and to put an end to the cold war. realized that they had achieved a certain balance
15. Mr. L6PEZ (Philippines) said that both the of power and that war could bring only untold
western world and the Soviet Union were dis- disaster to all.
avowing with equal fervour any aggressive in- 22. Mr. KISELEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
tentions towards each other and passionately in- Republic) said the discussion in the First Corn
sisting that they only wanted to co-operate with mittee had shown that there were two schools of.
one another. The world might well wonder what thought in the. General' Assembly which were
all the trouble was about. The root of the trouble diametrically opposed on the question raised by
was too much equivocation andnot enough plain the draft resolution Of the USSR (A/1149).
speaking. Words were no' longer being used hi h23. On one side stood those delegations w IC

thought it essential j,o condemn the war-like prepa
rations proceedingIn many countries, arid, par-
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ticularly in the United States and the United
Kingdom, to prohibit atomic weapons and other
means of mass destruction and to conclude a new
pact to strengthen peace. The draft resolution
submitted by the Soviet Union expressed that
view and was supported by the delegations of the
Ukrainian SSR, the Byelorussian SSR, Poland

/';md Czechoslovakia.
·.124. Other delegations, by contrast, thought the

draft resolution was pure propaganda, that there
were no preparations for a new war and that no
new world conflict was imminent. That was the
point of view taken by the delegations of the
United States, the United Kingdom, Chile, Leb
anon, Canada, Peru, Cuba and many more.

25. At the 259th meeting, Mr. McNeil l the
United Kingdom representative, had told the Gen
eral Assembly that the USSR was unwilling to
furnish particulars of its armaments and armed
forces. That allegation was untrue. The Soviet
Union had always been ready to give such infor
mation; on the contrary, it was the United States
which did not intend to give any information on
its stockpile of atomic bombs. The USSR thought
it essential that information should be supplied on
armaments and armed forces, including atomic
bombs. It was ready to put its cards on the table,
but the United States and the United Kingdom
were not willing to do likewise.

26. Field-Marshal Montgomery, on the occasion
of his recent visit to New York, had, as reported
in the New York Herald Tribune of 30 Novem
ber 1949, told an audience of 1,800 persons at the
Waldorf Astoria. hotel, that communism was a
religion and that civilization was in danger
because of the clash between the two world moral
codes of communism and democracy. He had said
that unless that danger was removed, great trouble
could lie ahead. Moreover, in his capacity as one
of the chief authors of the defence plans of
western Europe, he had said that the funda
mental problem was to undertake a crusade
against communism. That was the most recent
statement of the war-mongers.

27. Mr. McNeil had also alleged that the draft
resolution of the Soviet Union contained nothing
new and contributed nothing to the cause of peace.
That allegation was equally untrue. Numerous
letters, . telegrams and Press and radio reports
showed that the USSR draft resolution expressed
the hopes of all men eager for progress, that it
deeply affected the great masses of the people
throughout the world and had the support of' a
mighty people's movement for peace.

28. It was generally admitted that all the peoples
of the world hated war and were ready to exert
every effort to foil the instigators of war and the
enemies of peace. In spite of Mr. McNeil and
other speakers who had addressed the General
Assembly, the peace-loving peoples of the world
had already CO~1e to regard the proposals of the
Soviet Union as a programme designed to usher
m world peace. The enemies of peace understood
tha~ situation and that was Why they were using
pacifist slogans -to cloak their hatred of the USSR
proposals and to be ina better position to slander
the Soviet Union.

29. Their attitude' was comprehensible; The
USSR draft resolutionrecommended putting an
end to the cold war, halting the armaments race,

••• ..:..... 0.:,. ~

discontinuing inflated military budgets and desist
ing from the formation of aggressive blocs. It
also recommended the prohibition of the use of
atomic weapons and the conclusion of a pact for
the strengthening of peace. which, by eliminating
any possibility of a new war, would establish the
prerequisites of a lasting peace.

30. Mr. Harold Laski, one of the most promi
nent members of the British Labour Party, had
said, in an article published in the Daily Compass
of 25 November 1949, that the world hegemony
of the United States could be bought only at the
cost of a new war which would be more terrible
than the preceding one. The Soviet Union did
not want war, Mr. Laski had continued; the time
had therefore come for Mr. Acheson to ask his
Government for a radical change in the policy of
the United States. The current policy of the
United States left no hope of peace, and in the
next three years the United States and its allies
would be obliged to rely on those same forces
which the Allies had tried to destroy during the
Second World War, namely, the fascists of
western Germany. That was the opinion of Mr.
Laski, who could hardly be suspected of sympathy
towards the Soviet Union; that was the conclusion
to which the United States' dream of hegemony
led.
31. 'It was justifiable to ask why the United
States did not wish to change its foreign policy;
why the United States and the United Kingdom
were opposed to the establishment of peace and
security in the world. .
32. The reason for their attitude was that, from
political and economic points of view, the cold
war was a profitable business for them. The
American Press openly said that the cold war was
enabling the United States to maintain a high
level of employment among its population, was
increasing the demand for merchandise and re
tarding the arrival of what it called a serious re
cession, in other words, an economic crisis. It was
also making it possible to allocate enormous sums
to the manufacture of arms and atomic bombs.
The American Press was complacently repeating
that a lasting peace, and especially a pacific,settle
ment with the USSR, would hurt business. Thus
the U. S. News and World Report of 14 January
1949 had written that if the cold war against the
Soviet Union were to stop, the economy of the
United States would be dealt a· blow from which
it would not recover, because its hollow prosperity
depended entirely upon the constant increase of
military expenditures.
33. It could be concluded that, for certain
American circles, the establishment of permanent
peace would be a catastrophe to be avoided at all
cost. The instigators of war were therefore trying
to make the great masses of the people believe
that they also were interested in following the
aggressive policy of the American monopolies
because that policy was preventing unemployment.
All that showed how right Generalissimo Stalin
had been when he had said that what the insti
gators of war feared most was an agreement and
co-operation with the USSR, because their ag
gressive policy would then be purposeless.
34. The discussion in the First Committee had
entirely confirmed Generalissimo Stalin's words.
Th~s.teady impulse of the ,Anglo-Am~ricanim
perialists was towards war and they even resorted.
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to international intrigues and blackmail to that families in the United Statci; earned less than
end. It had long. been an established fact that, 3,000 dollars. It should also bH kept in mind that
for the Anglo-American monopolies, war was the the figures just cited did not; take into account
most profitable 'business. Thus Aviat-iotl Week, a complete or partial unemployment. At the moment
periodical of the aviation monopolies, had recently there 'Yere over 5 million fully unemployed in
written that the development of military aviation the United States and 900,000 were only partially
in the United States in 1948 had rescued the aero- employed. According to the same Congressional
nautics industry from its post-war slump. At the sub-committee, only one million families-in
beginning of 1948,. the position of the aviation other words, 2.5 per cent of the population of the
trusts had been critical. The United States Con- United States-had an income of 10,000 dollars
gress had come to their assistance and had given a year, while only 7 million families had an in
them orders to the amount of 850 million dollars, . come of 5,000 to 10,000 dollars a year.
a sum exceeding the budget estimates. 41. Whereas the average and low income groups
35. Leading circles in the United States and the of the population of the United States tended
United Kingdom had openly embarked on an ag- progressively to merge, the profits of corporations
gressive policy aiming at the forcible establish- . increased steadily. According to official figures
ment of Anglo-American or rather, purely Amer- quoted by The New York Times, in the first quar
ican, hegemony over the entire world. The insti- ter. of 1949 the profits of the 300 largest corpo
gators of war were openly challenging all peace- rations had exceeded by 9 per cent their profits
loving people, all those who had no part in the during the first quarter of 1948. The profits of
selfish interests of the monopolies of the United thirty-eight steel companies were 60 per cent
States and western Europe. higher than in 1948. Moreover, the percentage of
36. The United States monopolies were attempt- profits in relation to the cost of production had

th also greatly increased. On average, profits had
ing, by- preparations for a new war, e arma- reached 18 per cent of the cost of production " in
ments race and the increasingly harsh exploita- h
tion of workers, to ward off the economic crisis t e case of General Motors, they had amounted

to 22 per cent, and in the case of Studebaker towhich threatened them once more. thmore an 30 per cent. .' .
37. The latest news reports showed a steady 42 A .
recession of United States economy. Production . .ccordmg to figures supplied by the United

States Department of Commerce, profits dis
had been greatly reduced, to an extent approach- tributed among stockholders of the largest cor-
ing that of the first seven months of the great porations amounted to 826 million dollars in June
depression of 1929-1933. 1949, as against 728 million the previous year'
38. According to the report of President Tru- they had thus increased by 13 per cent. '
man's economic advisers, total production in the 43 . At the same time th la ternri h d
United States had dropped by 13 per cent from" '1' d k'." e rger ~ erprises ao tol Novembei 1948 t J 1 1949 d b 10 exp oite wor ers still more. During the first

c ooer- ov~m. er .0 u y . ~ Y. quarter of 1949, profits of corporations had
. per cent during the relatively brief period from 'amounted to 37 per cent of the wages paid by
March to July 1949. That drop had even affected them' profit h d t d t 31 th d 'I. 1 Cd'th th . t t f ' s. a amoun e 0 ousan ml-
~grtCU ture. ompa~e Wl e last quar er 0 lion dollars, and wages to 80 thousand million
.,948, th~ farmer s income had, dropped B.7 per dollars. Thus, for every dollar paid to workers,
cent during the second quarter of 1949. Th?se the corporations had collected almost 40 cents
figures showed that the danger of a depression profit.
threatened not only stock exchanges and banks
but thousands of industrial enterprises, one after 44. T'., e national wealth was being concentrated
another of which were closing their doors and J'!l0re and more in ~e hands of a very small frac
throwing millions of unemployed on the streets. tion of the population, In 1945, 46 per cent of

. .". h . savings had been owned by 10 per cent of the
39. T~e commg depression ~e~d fres sUCPortses population, representin . the wealthiest roun: in
~or U~l1te~ States workers. MIlhons o~ A~erlcans 1947 that group had ;wnedas much !s 7fper
hve~' m slums un~t for human .habltatton. Ac- . cent of savings.
cordmg to the Da,\ly Compass <,! 21 September .
1949, in New York-alone 400,000 families ~ in 45. Such was the economic picture in the United
other words,at least 1,200,000 persons - lived States: which was OD; the verge of an economic
in tenements which had been condemned as far CrtS1S even more senous than the previous one,
back as 192LMr. Kiselevre~alIed the statement 46. In order to prevent the economic collapse
of Senator Pa;u~ H. Douglas.II?' July ~949 to the which was threatening the ruling circles andrnon
effect . that ml!l!ons ?f Amert~ans lived -under opolies in. the United States, attempts were made
appalhng conditions, .. m slums, m an atmosphere to thrust the difficulties connected with the new
harmful to the' physical and political welfar~ of .. crisis upon the workers of the United States and
the country. A~l::ordmg to the figures submitted of the countries of western Europe.
to Congress by oneqf its sub-committees, 8 mil- .' . .... . . .
lion families orpersons in the United States had 47. It was comm0!1 knowledgethat the Umted
had an income of .less than. 1,000 dollars. during States was ~he claSSIC examp.le.of .a coun~r~. r~led
the previous Year--in other words, le~s than the bymonopohes and a fin~nctal;: ohgarc~y. Um.ted
necessary .subsistence minimum. Sta!e~ tJ;Usts.were. the ultimate; expression of .1m-

'. .. ..' ..' . '.' .' perialist economy or of monopoly capitalism,
10. Accordmg.to the very modest figtsres pub- That.was what 'USSRrepresentati.ves meantby
l!sh.ed the prev~?us year by .the Bureau of -.Sta- the' words "Wall Street". That economy was char
tistics .ofthe United States Department of .Labor, acterized by the transition from' free competition
a famIly;. offourpers~ns shoul~ ~avean mcome to ffi'~nopoly, to the domination by giant banks
ofover .:>,900.do~lar~ to cover rmmmum expenses 'an4;~anttI'Usts of the entire. economic and pollti-'
and.to maintain ItS health. Yetmore.than half the callih:c~of the country.
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48. Mr. Kiselev would produce an example in
support of his statement. Long before the Second
World "Var, Dillon Read and Co., the well known
United States banking firm, under the direction
of the late Mr. Forrestal, had provided Bolivia
with a credit of 20 million dollars to wage war
against Paraguay j ,shortly after,' it had given
credit to Paraguayto wage war against Bolivia.
With that money, the countries had purchased
arms and ammunition from the American concern
Remington Arms Co., Inc., which had become a
branch of the Dupont trust, manufacturing fire
arms. That operation had brought both companies
considerable profit. The representatives of Bolivia
and Paraguay in the General Assembly should
remember that transaction which had cost many
human lives.

49. In order to prepare for war and to consoli
date its position, the financial oligarchy of the
United States was launching an increasingly
strong offensive to lower the standard of living
of the working masses and to deprive them of
their political rights. Moreover, the foreign and
domestic policy of American monopolies had its
economic basis in the frantic development of the'
armaments industry in the United States.

50. Neither in the First Committee, nor in the
General Assembly, had the representatives of
Lebanon, Chile, Cuba, New Zealand and Yugo
slavia spoken as much as one word about the
plight-the desperate plight-of the workers
of the United States and of the countries of
western Europe. By expounding on Marxism
Leninism they had tried to divert the attention
of the working masses, and to make them forget
the concrete proposals submitted by the USSR
delegation. Their arguments had been rebutted by
Mr. Vyshinsky in the First Committee as well as
in the General Assembly, and Mr. Kiselev would
therefore not go into the matter.

51. The draft resolution of the Soviet Union,
which took the realities of the existing interna
tional situation into account, expressed the deep
desire of the Soviet Union to maintain peace and
security throughout the world. During the previ
ous thirty years, the USSR had shown that the
basic principle of its foreign policy was the main
tenance of peace.

52. Millions of people were convinced that the
peaceful policy of the Soviet Union was prevent
ing the Anglo-American imperialists from hurling
the world into catastrophe. The mere existence of
the USSR was blocking the path of the war
mongers and was checking the sinister forces of
reaction. '

53. The draft resolution of the Soviet Union
was intended to strengthen the authority and pres
tige of the United Nations, at the very time when
the delegations of the United States and the
United Kingdom were trying to divert the United
Nations from its responsibilities, chief of which
was the maintenance of peace and international
security. '

54. The Angle-American bloc openly stated that
the Charter embarrassed them" since it was pp
posed to their policy of unleashing a new' war.
They were deliberately violating the provisions
of the Charter by organizing an armaments race,
by incessantly increasing-their military budgets

and by refusing obstinately to accept the prohibi
tion of atomic weapons. Moreover, the establish
ment of aggressive military blocs such as the
North Atlantic Treaty, the 'Western Union, the
Organization of American States and the Council
of Europe, was obviously directed towards under
mining the very foundations of the United
Nations.

55. Although the existing international situa
tion was quite different" the faults of the former
League of Nations were being repeated. Eminent
persons in the United States were openly making
aggressive speeches against the Soviet Union and
were giving free rein to their deadly imagination.
Mr. Kiselev would refrain from quoting from
their speeches and would confine himself to re
calling that they advocated the use of the atom
bomb against cities and civilian populations, the
invasion of Europe by United States forces, and
an attack against the USSR by European troops
under United States generalship. Generals Brad
ley and Vandenberg and Field-Marshal Mont
gomery had made statements of that kind, which
had already been quoted. Those generals were
making excellent arrangements on paper, but
reality might be different. They had forgotten one
very small point, namely, to ask themselves whe
ther the peoples of the world wished fer war,
Everyone knew that the whole world thirsted for
peace. .instead of peace, those generals and their
Wall Street mentors offered a headlong! race
towards a new war j instead of work, they dffered
unemployment j instead of bread, they' offered
truncheons and bullets to workers on strike j in
stead of human freedom, they were organizing a
regime of terror against all persons who wished
for progress.

56. Without taking into account the real wishes
of the peoples, they were openly and cynically
preparing for a new aggressive war. At the same
time, they were accusing the Soviet Union of har
bouring imperialistic. designs and were trying to
conceal their real intentions by asserting that they
were in favour of peace and that their sole wish
was to defend themselves against aggression by
the USSR.

57. The peoples of the world did not believe that
kind of fiction and understood that only the
peaceful policy of the Soviet Union stood in the
way of the war-monger's designs.

58. Even such a hardened enemy of the USSR
as Senator Taft had been obliged to state, during
the discussion of the programme for military
assistance to the countries of the North Atlantic
bloc, that he could not consider that the Soviet
Union wasan aggressive Power-. On 22 Septem
ber 1949, while speaking in the United States
Senate on behalf of those who opposed the grant
ing of any military assistance, Senator Taft had
stated that the United States was adopting a
policy that was more likely to lead to war than
to peace. H€:. had said that the plan fpr military
assistance constituted a flagrant contradiction of
the general policy of the.United States, which was
to support the United Nations.. That plan repre
sented a return to the theory of the balance of
power and of the survival of the fittest. Accord
ing. to Senator Taft, the United States. was arm
ing all States, from N orway to Iran. That asser
tion, Mr. Kiselevpointed out, gave th~ lie to the
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representatives of Norway and Iran, who had
refuted those statements during the current
session of the Assembly. Senator Taft had
added that the USSR would be justified in con
sidering that those measures represented the
establishment of an aggressive force. In conclu
sion, Senator Taft had stated that the bit) before
the Senate was illogical, useless, contrary to all
the principles of the United Ngtions and preju
dicial to the peace of the United States and of
the whole world.

59. The same views had been expressed by Brit
ish Field-Marshall Wavell. The former Viceroy
of India had stated in London on 24 November
1949 that the Soviet Union was not an aggressive
State and that it was not seeking to establish its
domination over Europe. He had said that the
USSR did not require either living space or ex
pansion; .at the same time, it had always borne
in mind the German menace and could not be cer
tain that the western Powers would not undertake
to rearm Germany. \
60. That sane and objective appraisal had been
made by persons who could not be suspected of
kindly feelings towards the Soviet Union.
61. Furthermore, the USSR proposal for the
conclusion of a pact for the strengthening of
peace by the five permanent members of the Se
curity Council had been wholeheartedly supported
by the peoples of the world. Those peoples, in
cluding the people of the United States, did not
desire war. That was why the camp of the sup
porters of peace and democracy, headed by the
powerful Soviet Union, was daily becoming
stronger.

62. As a result of the ever-growing struggle for
peace, the international influence and the prestige
of the Soviet Union was increasing. The foreign
policy of the USSR was fully compatible with
the. vital interests of all peoples-and met the re
quirements of the movement for peace which had
become universal and a powerful force capable
of foiling the plans of all the war-mongers.
63. The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR
warmly supported the draft resolution of the
Soviet Union, because the Byelorussian people
had, more than once, to wage a difficult fight
against foreign aggressors.
64. In 1918, the German imperialists had taken
nearly the whole of the territory of Byelorussia
and had instituted a reign of terror against the
population of that country.. Only because of the
efforts of its elder brother, the great Russian na
tion, had the Byelorussian people been liberated
from the yoke of the German invaders.
65. As was known, on 22 June 1941, HitIerite
Germany had launched itstreacherous attack upon
the Soviet. Union. Byelorussia had been one of
the .first Soviet republics to. become the arena of
bloody combat against fascism. Unfortunately the
German invader had been .able to occupy the
Byelorussian SSR·and threaten it with slavery
and death. Like famished hyenas, the fascists had
thrown themselves on the wealth which had been
created by the work -offhe Byelorussian people
throughthe centuries. Tqeyhad looted and devas
tated opulent Byelorussia. During the struggle,
HitIerhad hurled his best airborne pirates upon
Byelorussian cities, and in particular upon its
capital, Minsk. The industrial and cultural centres

of the country had been irreplaceably destroyed.
The German invaders had turned out to be the
worst enemies of humanity. But the Byelorussian
people had not surrendered to that enemy force.
66. In answer to the call of the great General
issimo Stalin, the Byelorussian people, from the
very first day of the patriotic war, had arisen
together with all the peoples of the Soviet Union
in the holy war' against the German occupying
forces. Hundreds of thousands of Byelorussians
had fought in the ranks of the Soviet army in the
great patriotic war of 1941 to 1945. More than
300,000 guerrillas had attacked the enemy's rear.
The great friendship of the Byelorussian, Rus
sian, Ukrainian and other peoples of the Soviet
Union had withstood the worst ordeals and had
become still further cemented in the heat of battle.
67. In tile summer of 1944, the glorious Soviet
army, with the active assistance of the guerrillas
and the whole Byelorussian people, had routed the
hitIerite hordes and thrown them out ofthe Byelo
russian SSR. On 9 May 1945, the gigantic strug
gleof the Soviet people against its worst enemy,
hitlerite Germany, had ended, and all the peoples
of Europe had been saved from the threat of the
hitlerite plague. The Byelorussian people would
be eternally grateful to the great Russian people
and to the other peoples cif the Soviet Union for
having liberated them from German occupation.
68. The damage inflicted on the national econo
my of the Byelorussian SSR by the hitIerite
hordes amounted to 75 thousand million rubles.
Almost a fifth of the territory had been turned,
by the German occupation,into a veritable desert.
69. It was because the Byelorussian people knew
what war was that the delegation of the Byelo
russian SSR warmlysupported the peace propos
als of the Soviet Union. That could not be under
stood by the representatives of Chile, Peru, Cuba,
Argentina and many other countries.
70. In the speech he had made at the 257th
meeting, Mr. Austin; the representative of the
United States, had declared that no provision of
the USSR draft resolution could be adopted with
or without amendments, and that the draft reso
lution had to be rejected as a whole. At the same
time he had praised, the draft resolution of the
First Committee, which was designed to thwart
the peace proposals of the USSR. The United
States imperialists could not, of course, agree to
the proposals of the Soviet Union. They felt the
ground slipping under their feet. United States
monopolies were resorting to every sort of inter
national adventuring and were leading the world
towards war.
71. The USSR draft resolution was asking that
preparationsfor a new war should be condemned,
that the United Nations should not repeat the
errors of the late League ofNations.
72. The Soviet Union had conducted, and was
continuing with ever-increasing energy, its strug
gle against the criminal plans of ·aggreSSOrs.

.==-.",

73. History had not. yet known any movement
as- gigantic as that of the masses united in the
camp of those who' stood for peace. Mr. Santa
Cruz, the representative of Chile, could call that
Moscow intrigue if he wished; the truth was that
it went infinitely deeper. \
74. The peoples of the world were capable of
triumphing over any aggressor•.The draft reso-
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lution sponsored by. the United States and the 81. It might have been thought, therefore, that
United Kingdom and adopted by the First Corn- the proposal by one of the five great Powers that
mittee endeavoured to halt the mighty peace move- a pact for the strengthening of peace should
ment of the peoples of the world. It was for that be concluded between them would be received
reason that the draft must be rejected. The draft with rejoicing and enthusiasm by the United
resolution of the Soviet Union was the only one Nations and by all the peoples of the world. That
which fully met the aspirations and wishes of the would have been logical. But the desired offer of
peoples of the world. ' peace had been made, published and disseminated
75. The Members of the United Nations and without receiving the desired response from pub
their representatives in the Assembly owed it to lic opinion. Mr. Viteri Lafronte wondered what
themselves to strive towards the establishment of were the causes of. that phenomenon of collective
a sound and lasting peace among- peoples. For that indifference. He wondered how it could be ex-

h d I . f plained that that proposal had been rejected, by
reason. tee egation 0 the Byelorussian SSR a great majority, in the First Committee. It was
urged them to vote for the draft resolution of the
Soviet Union. necessary, in order to consider the problem im-

partially and objectively, to bear in mind, among
76. Mr. VITERI LAfRONTEj (Ecuador) wished other things, who had made the proposal, how it
to express the point of view of his delegation, , had been presented, and when and with what in
which had not taken part in the discussion in the tention it had been submitted.
First Committee. 82.'~ r: The draft had been presented by the delega-
77. Ever since the General Assembly's first ses- tion of the USSR. It was important to make that
sion, everybody had been repeating that good clear because, in that case more than in any other
understanding and effective co-operation between the meaning and effectiveness of the draft wer~
the five Powers which were permanent members c~osely and indissolubly linked to its source. In
of the Security Council constituted the most im- view of the events which had preceded it not only
portant factor for the accomplishment of the pur- the intrinsic, objective and permanent'value of
poses of the United Nations. That affirmation was the proposal for a pact for the strengthening of
based on the fact that the Charter had not really peace. must b~ b?me in. mif.ld, but als? and especi
established the legal equality of the Member ally Its extrinsic, subjective and circumstantial
States of the' United Nations. Some Articles of value. That 'Value depended directly on the author
the Charter proclaimed that equality, but others namely, the Soviet Union, which was supported
granted a privileged position to those five States, by a group of countries whose policies were
to-which they gave specific and exclusive powers. closely bound up with the policy of that Power.

78. Since the birth of the United Nations, the 83. 'The representative of Ecuador recalled vari
five permanent members of the Security Council ous pe~ce offensives of the USSR, dating back
had not succeeded in attaining' the understanding to the time of the collapse of the Czarist regime.
and co-operation indispensable for the full sue- He recalled the peace decree of 8 November 1917
cess of the Organization. On the contrary, there and the policy which, with vicissitudes and vacil
had been a constant and bitter opposition of view- lations characteristic of a revolutionary govem
points, and the States had adopted suspicious and ment, the USSR had pursued up to the time of
uncompromising- attitudes. That opposition had the Second World War; he referred in particular
g-rown and had spread throughout the United to the attitude of the Soviet Union to the COl1

Nations, which had split up into two groups. The ques~ of Ethiopia, the Sino-japanese war and the
antagonism between those g-roupswas all the more Munich Agreement. 'He recalled the spirit of
serious because the minority group had tried to str';lggle and heroism and the gigantic effort with
impose its ideas or to prevent or hinder the adop- which the U:SSR, allied with the United Kingdom
tionof the proposals which represented the views ~nd the United States, had fought against hitler-
!'f the majority. ite Germany.

79. That situation had so greatly affected the 84.?ut. with the end of the war, the spirit of
work of the United Nations that all delegations co-~perahon on the part of the Soviet Union had
hoped it would end ; in order that it might end, v~~ls~ed. Long-established suspicions and mis
the great Powers must compose their differences grvmgs had created a crisis of distrust which had
in a friendly way and collaborate in a spirit of e.xtended to Governments, institutions, organiza
understanding. . tions and persons that did not accept the rigid
89: Mr. ViteriLafronte recalled that the oppo- and monolithic communist system.v, .
sition between the .five Powers had become so 85...Western ciyilization, .with its' philosophical,
acute and violent the previous year that the dele- pohttc~l,eco~oml.c and social system rooted in the
gation of Mexico, during the first part of the third centuries, WIth ItS successes and failures '.was
session of the General Assembly, had secured the faced with a new form of civilization neW and
adoption of an appeal to the great Powers to growing, also. with failures and successes with
renew their efforts to compose their differences another philosophical, 'political, economi~ and
and establish-a lasting peace. That appeal had been social system. _c_ "
unantmously .adopted and had become resolution 86. The World Economic Conferenc;\ held .at
190 (UI), which stated" thatfhe disagreement Geneva inJ927, had approved, at the s~g-gestion
between the said Powers in a matter of vital im- of the USSR. and the United States, what had
portance to all the. United Nations was the cause perhaps been the first international declaration
of the deepest anxiety among all the peoples of recognizing that the capitalist system and the
the world. But even though that resolution had socialist system had. to live together. if there was
been adopted, the differences. had not disappeared. to be peaceful international co-operation. General
On. the. contrary, the ;dl~cord <\nct the universal issimo Stalin.bitnsel f .:had several .times advo.
anXIety had increased, . ... - cated th~t ~ql"'tion! but tft~SQv~et Union pag gont;
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that in reality it dissimulated an act of hostility
and aggression against the United States and the
United Kingdom, which it charged with being
chiefly responsible for the preparation of a new
war. Mr. Viteri Lafronte recalled, in that con
nexion, that in the IstoriiaDiplomatii (History of
Diplomacy), edited by Vladimir Potemkin, he had
read an essay on the tactics and organization of
modem diplomacy, which dealt with such ques
tions as pacifist propaganda as a means of con
fusing the adversary, and the exploitation of the
idea of disarmament for purposes of ideological
dissimulation j it also dealt with the utilization of
treaties of friendship, treaties of non-aggression
and professions of peaceful intentions as instru
ments designed to lull the vigilance of the
adversary. All those methods were included under
what the book called categories of diplomatic
manoeuvres. If the Soviet professors who had
written that history were to be believed, such
diplomatic manoeuvres could not be used by the
Soviet delegations and the minority which sup
ported them, for the passages to which Mr.
Viteri Lafronte had referred were to be found in
the chapter on the tactics of bourgeois diplomacy.
93. It was clear that in its draft, the USSR dele
gation was more concerned to accuse the United
States and the United Kingdom than to secure the
conclusion of a' pact for the strengthening of
peace. If that had not been the case, it would have
withdrawn the accusations and thereby facilitated
the approval of the peace pact j several delegations
had said that they would not vote in favour of the
draft because it contained that accusation.

94. The reasons given during the debate ex
'plained why the USSR draft resolution had been
rejected in the First Committee by such an over
whelming majority. Perhaps the most character
istic feature of the debate had been the absence
of any gesture of compromise, either on the part
of the majority or on that of the minority. No
amendments had been submitted, either to the
USSR draft or to the draft submitted by the
United States and the United Kingdom. It would
seem that the debate had served only to define the
respective. positions. more rigidly. Other delega
tions would have submitted conciliatory amend
ments if they had not been convinced that they
would be useless.

95. Although the First Committee's rejection of
the draft resolution could be explained and
justified, it was nonetheless regrettable that the
peace proposal had not been such as to ensure
its adoption. It was to be hoped that the Soviet
Union would make a sincere gesture of concilia
tion, because the capitalist and communist sys
tems must co-exist in peace if'the human race was
to survive.

96. At the communist congress held in Poland
in September 1947, Zhdanov had said that Soviet
foreign policy was based on the fact of the co
existence, for a IOl1g period of time, of the
capitalist and the socialist systems; that fac:t made
co-operation possible betweeri the USSR and
countries with other systems, on condition: that the
principle of reciprocity was respected and that the
agreements concluded were put into force.

97. Mr. Viteri Lafronte. expressed the wish that
such agreement could be achieved. He recalled
that according to General Bedell Smith, General
j~sim<.>~t~ljn Pflq replied in the following terms

424

little or nothing, in practice, to establish real eo
operation. On the contrary, its attitude in inter
national affairs, and especially in the United
Nations, had always been aggressive and violent,
distrusting and on the offensive, devoid of any
spirit of understanding, rapprochemcnt or co
operation.
8f. That attitude had already lasted four years
and was quite familiar. In the existing circum
stances, therefore, the USSR delegation's pro
posal for the conclusion of a pact for the
strengthening of peace could not and did not in
spire confidence.

88. After recalling that he had always en
deavoured to support formulas which would re
sult in compromise and understanding and to en
sure that discussions were conducted on a high
plane, Mr. Viteri Lafronte went on to speak of
the way in which the Soviet Union had made its
proposal.

89. It would have been logical for the proposal
to be preceded by some act or gesture of good
will but, so far as he knew, the USSR had done
nothing which showed a genuine desire for a
rapprochement. It had employed the very opposite
technique. Its draft resolution began by making a
most serious and unfounded accusation against
the United States, the United Kingdom and other
States unnamed and requested the General Assem
bly to condemn the two most important States of
the four with which the USSR was to conclude its
pact for the strengthening of peace. The draft
then referred to one of the topics on which there
had been most disagreement between the USSR
and the United States and the United Kingdom,
and concluded by expressing a desire to organize
a pact between the five great Powers for the
strengthening of peace. As it stood, it might be
said that the pact constituted a sanction which
must be applied against the United States and
the United Kingdom for making preparations for
war and for their unwillingness to settle the
question of atomic energy to the liking of the
USSR. In other words, the Soviet Union had
done its best to include as many as possible of
the factors which would ensure the rejection of
its proposal.

90. With regard to the timing of the proposal,
the Ecuadorean representative was unable to be
lieve that that moment was the most opportune.
In the current atmosphere of fear and mistrust,
the proposal of a peace pact would have been
opportune only if it had been preceded by prep
arations which could have overcome the disad
vantages of the moment and led to a general
movement in favour of its consideration. Instead,
it had been submitted with accusing and menac
ing gestures.

91. Mr. Viteri Lafronte wondered what were the
intentions and purposes of the authors of the pro
posal; The USSR representative had said that
each time his country made a proposal in. favour
of peace, the non-communist States questioned its
true intentions. That was another instance of pre
vailing suspicion and distrust.

92. It- had formerly been said that diplomacy
must judiciously utilize simulation and dissimula
tion. In the discussion in the First Committee, the
view had been frequently expressed that the
PS$R draft was Qst~nsibly a peace proposal, out
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to Secretary OfState Marshall when the latter had
referred to the unsuccessful Moscowconference
of April 1947: "It is a mistake to give such a
tragic interpretation to our present disagreements.
When peoples have exhausted themselves in a
dispute, they recognize the necessity for concilia
tion." That was the situation which existed at the
moment between the great' Powers.

98. Mr. CARIAS (Honduras) said that although
he had already expressed his delegation's point of
viewin the First Committee, he felt bound to take
part in the heated debate-in which apparently
only the great Powers were directly concerned
in order to voice his deep anxiety. At such a
crucial moment of history he also felt it his duty
to assert the prerogatives which his country
possessed as a Member of the United Nations,
especially since no effort must be spared to trans
form the ideal towards which all men aspired, into
a living reality. . ~

99. If the Charter of the United Nations was
to be the supreme code of international conduct,
it must become part of everyday life. When
threats to the peace were presented as generalities,
the world seemed unmoved by the prospect of the
most terrible catastrophes. But modem science
was remorselessly belying the old conception of
time and space. Perhaps the innocent as weil as
the guilty, the weak as well as the strong, would
have to pay dearly for the lack of goodwill.

100. At the first session, Mr. Carias had ex
pressed the hope' that, in the United Nations,' the
conviction would persist that, as a first step, all
must strive sincerely to restore world confidence,
and that the peoples formerly united to face the
mortal peril which had threatened them. would
show still greater ability to work together towards
the realization of the ideals of peace:

101. The representative of Honduras continued
to believe that the current debate would have had
some value if it compelled the great Powers to
reflect upon the sincere appeals which had been
directed to them. Only by the unequivocal adop
tion of the principles of tolerance and universality
would it be possible to avoid another catastrophe
which was bound to lead to the ruin of civilization.

102. The best and most positive contribution
that could be made to the world was to endeavour
to meet the ever-changing needs of the moment in
order to create the conditions essential for peace.

103. Mr. DOMINGUEZ CAMPORA (Uruguay)
wished, on behalf of his delegation, to comment
as .briefly as possible <;)1 the conclusions which
could be drawn from the debate which had taken
place in the First Committee and in the General
Assembly.

104. .That debate had turned primarily on the
USSR draft resolution concerning the strengthen
ing of peace. The content of the Soviet Union
plan had not, however, been defined, nor had the
concept of peace underlying that plan.
105. There were a number of concepts of peace.
Thus peace could be conceived of as based on
institutions. But institutions must necessarily be
rooted in the community of States, a community
governed by law,

1 See Official Records of the first part of the first
session. of the General Assembly, 30th plenary meeting,
appendix, . "

106. According to Stalinism, Jaw was merely
one of the superstructures erected upon an eco
nomic foundation j it had not been possible to
refute the primary and essential contradiction in
the Stalinist position.
107. The Uruguayan representative proceeded
to confirm his argument by quotations from
statements made by the founders of the Soviet
Union and by those who had governed, and con
tinued to govern, that country. Such statements
must be considered as the guiding principles of
USSR policy. Those who claimed that such state
ments were merely the theoretical expression of a
doctrine should recall that, according to General
issimo Stalin, it must always be borne in mind
that Lenin had said that there could be no revolu
tionary movement without a revolutionary theory.
108. In his book, Leninism, Generalissimo Stalin
had said that Lenin had understood better than
anyone else the great importance of theory, above
all in a party such as the Communist Party, in
view of its role as the militant vanguard of the
international proletariat, and in view also of the
complexity of the internal and international
situation.
109. Those who claimed that that was simply
a. matter of Party directives should be reminded
that they had become norms of the political con
duct of the State; article 126 of the USSR Con
stitution recognized the constitutional character
of the Party.
110. That distinguished jurist, Mr. Vyshinsky,
had said in his book The Law of the Soviet State,
that the directive role of the Communist Party in
all spheres of activity was a fundamental prin
ciple of the dictatorship of the working class.
111. A series of decisions taken by the Bolshevik
Party showed the forms of organization used by
the Party to direct the organs of the State. Those
decisions defined the functions of the Party in
relation to those of the State, on the principle
that the Party must ensure the execution of its
decisions through the agency of the' organs of
the Soviet State, within the framework of the
Soviet Constitution. The Party was to control the
work of the organs of the Government, rectify
ing the inevitable errors and deficiencies, helping
them to carry out the Government's decisions and
at the same time seeking to ensure that those deci
sions were supported by the masses.
f1Z. It was undeniable that the statements which
Mr. Dominguez Campora had quoted defined the
guiding principles of the USSR policy.
113. What, then, constituted the basic contra
diction in the Stalinist 'position?
114. The communists wanted to eliminate the
bourgeois State. Generalissimo Stalin had said
that the dictatorship of the proletariat could not
be the result of the peaceful development of .
bourgeois society and bourgeois democracy. It
could be nothing but the result of the destruction

. of the machinery of the bourgeois State, the bour
geois army, .the bourgeois administrative appara
tus and the bourgeois police.
115. Not only was the State to be eliminated;
it was to be eliminated by force. Lenin had said in
his book,.State and Revolution, that all previous
revolutions had simply perfected the machinery.
of the State, whereas what was necessary was. to
break it and. to destroy it. • .

l'
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justice, so that the human person-the supreme
end of society and law-might fully develop those
cultural capacities which made (If man the creator
of truth, beauty and justice. Such an achievement
was the result of co-operation. Existing political
societies were not perfect, but they could be freed
from the defects created by selfishness, and
human solidarity would lead men to that goal.

127. According to Stalinism, existing society
was incapable of solidarity either at the national
or at the international level. With regard to soli
darity at the national level, that was shown by
the criticism which the distinguished jurist, Mr.
Vyshinsky, had made of the doctrine of Duguit.
He had written in his Law of the Soviet State
that the idea of social solidarity, which was
fundamental to Duguit's entire juridical con
ception of the State, contradicted the fact of the
class division of society and of the class struggle
which destroyed that solidarity. He had concluded
that Duguit did violence to facts and falsified
history.

128. With regard to solidarity at the interna
tional level, Stalin had said, in The Proletarian
Revol1ttion in Russia, that while formerly it had
been customary to speak of the proletarian revo
lution in one country or another as an absolute
quantity, opposed to one or another national front
of capitalism, that definition no longer sufficed.
There was now a world proletarian revolution,
because the different national fronts of capital
ism had become the links of a single chain, the
world front of imperialism, which must be
opposed by the general front of the revolutionary
movement in all countries. The essential task. of

-the victorious revolution was therefore to develop
and support revolution in other countries.

129. Those were the salient points of the Leninist
theory of the proletarian revolution. General
issimo Stalin had added that the three principal
tasks before the dictatorship of the proletariat
were to organize the army of the revolution for
the fight against .foreign enemies and against
imperialists; then to consider the stages of the
revolution and its strategy; and, thirdly, to con
solidate the dictatorship of the proletariat in one
country and to use that country as a base in order
to overthrow imperialism in all countries.

130. Such was the mission of the USSR. One of
the theorists of Stalinism, Professor Korovin, had
rightly defined the Soviet Union as an interna
tional State both in essence and because of its
characteristic class doctrine.

131. With such a conception of international
life, how was it possible-to undertake the study
of peace and hope to construct it on the basis of
human solidarity?

132. According to Stalinism, States other than
the .Soviet group were. essentially incapable of
carrying out' a work of human solidarity. The
western States, on the other hand, believed in that
solidarity and in its positive vitality which enabled
them to live in hope.

133. Mr. KOSANOVIC (Yugoslavia) recalled that,
during the discussion of the USSR draft resolu
tion in the first Committee, the Yugoslav delega
tion had put forward a series of 'arguments based
on Yugoslavia's own relations with the Soviet,
U nion, His delegation had proved the striking dis
crepancy between the words and the deeds of the

116. Again, according to Stalinism, t11{' struc
ture of bourgeois economy led to Imperialism and
war, class conflict and the violent destruction of
the State. In his book, Dialectical amI Historical
Mate-rialisml Generalissimo Stalin had said that
the practical activity of the proletarian party must
be. based upon the laws of social development and
the study of those laws, and not upon the noble
desires of the elitel the demands of reason or
universal morality.
117. Generalissimo Stalin had also said that the
violent conflict between the different capitalist
groups necessarily resulted in imperialist wars for
the possession of 'foreign territories. He had
therefore concluded that war was inevitable under
imperialism and that the proletarian revolution
in Europe and the colonial revolution in the East
must necessarily coalesce to form one world
front of revolution against the world front of
imperialism.

118. The step from capitalism to socialism and
the freeing of the working class could therefore
be effected only by changing the very nature of
the capitalist system, by a revolution and not by
means of reforms. Thus, in order to succeed in
politics, it was necessary to be a revolutionary
and not a reformer.

119. Since progress was achieved by bringing to
light internal contradictions, it was clear that the
class struggle of the proletariat was an inevitable
phenomenon.

120. The contradictions of the capitalist system
must therefore not only not be disguised, but must
be exposed. Class warfare must not be suppressed,
but must be carried on to the end.

121. Thus in order to succeed in politics. It was
necessary to carry out an intransigent class policy
and not a reformist policy aimed at harmonizing
the interests of the working class and the middle
class, of capitalism and socialism. •

122. How could such a theory be reconciled with
a system based on institutions, and how could it
be considered as expressing a concept of peace?

123. A second concept of peace might be of a
casual nature. Mr. Dominguez Campora .had
already described that concept, pointing out that
however perfect a peace code might be, its author
ity depended on two fundamental conditions:
first, that peoples must be masters of their own
fate in order to enjoy effective democracy and,
secondly, that social peace, was based on social
justice.

124. But even if that concept of peace were
borne in mind, a contradiction existed between.
effective. democracy and Stalinism owing to the
radical difference in their definitions Of democ
racy, and also owing to the fact that Stalinism
could not achieve social peace within the struc
ture of democratic States.
125. Thus life, under the Stalinist concept of
social peace, could be reduced to terms of class
struggle. But there was still another concept of
peace, namely, the teleological or finalist concept.

126. Mr. Dominguez Carnpora proceeded to de
fine that concept; according to which peace was
not an end in itself. but a means of co-operation
whereby certain human aims could be achieved,
.Thatco-operation must be governed by law, which
was the fruit. and the guarantee of liberty and
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USSR and of the States, both Members and non
members of the United Nations, which supported
that Power.

134. Mr. Vyshinsky thought that the best way
of combating the Yugoslav arguments was to keep
silent about" them, while at the same time, the
USSR continued its activities. On the other hand,
neither Mr. Vyshinsky nor the Comitlform, in
intensifying the .campaign of slander, had dis
covered any new rules; it was a well-known old
adage that if slander were audacious enough, some
of it would be remembered. By means of such
practices, Mr. Vyshinsky hoped that not only the
world at large, but also the Yugoslavs themselves,
would forget history and everything of which
Yugoslavia was rightly proud.

135. Moreover, an attempt was being made to
camouflage, behind the screen of ideology, the
political, economic and other methods of the
USSR, which were in no way new. In that con
nexion, ideological discussions with regard to
Marxism and socialism had developed in the
Assembly. As the representative of a country
which was trying to find-and which actually had
found-in socialism a better way of life for the
large mass of its people and their liberation from
exploitation and abuse, a country which, at the
same time, wanted to remain. independent and
free and to remain a conscientious Member of
the United Nations, Mr. Kosanovic considered it
necessary to make a series of pertinent
observations.

136. It was not new in history for poor interpre
ters of great ideas to do much damage to those
very ideas. That happened particularly when those
interpreters believed that inheritance, historical
developments and other circumstances entitled
them to a monopoly of orthodox interpretations.

137. Mr. Vyshinsky had not done much good to
the evolution of socialism by insisting that the
methods of the Soviet Union were to be identified
with socialism. That was why it was wrong for
others-s-including several representatives to the
United Nations-to identify the policy represented
by Mr. Vyshinsky with socialism. The conduct
of the Soviet Union towards Yugoslavia was the
best proof that the aim of the new policy of the
Soviet Union was not the success of those ideas
in the world, but the repetition of the mistakes
which many a predecessor of Mr. Vyshinsky had
committed, persons who, not so long before, had
been sending Russian socialists and revolution
aries to Siberia and death.,
138. It was very probable that the Cominform
would wonder why Mr. Kosanovic should be
speaking thus in view of the fact that he himself
was not a Marxist. He hcd, however, a particular
reason for doing so. Eighteen months before, the
Cominform had attempted first to separate the
leadership of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia
from the Communist Party itself, and then to
separate the Communist Party from the people of
Yugoslavia. In the Assembly those who spoke
for the Conl.inform thought that the term "Tito's
clique" was the most convenient .argument to
justify all th~ oppressive and abusive measures
to which they had resorted.

139. Mr. Kosanovic emphasized that thecon
stant failures .which the"Gominform had suffered
since its 'initial move in June 1948 had ,not mr~de
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it see the plain and simple truth that not only the
leadership and the rank and file of the Yugoslav
Communist Party, but also the entire People's
Front of Yugoslavia, including Mr. Kosanovic's
own Party-s-in other words, politically speaking,
practically the entire nation-weredosely and
strongly unite] in the construction of the new
political order and in defence of the country's
freedom and independence.
140. Yugnslavia had many striking examples
throughout its long history of that same attitude.
For instance, there was the correspondence be
tween Czar Alexander I of Russia and Peter T.
archbishop and ruler of Montenegro, which dated
back to 1803. Czar Alexander I had written offer
ing to send Count Ivanitch to Montenegro to con
vince the people of that country, into which some
"enemies of the Slavic language and religion" had
infiltrated, of the Czar's lasting grace and to show
the people the way and means to glory and
happiness. The leaders of Montenegro had replied
that their people were not subjects of the Russian
Empire but only under its moral patronage and
would defend their freedom to the last.
141. Mr. Kosanovic had himself been a member
of the Government of Yugoslavia, brought to
power in 1941 by the people's rebellion against
the Government which only two days previously
had signed the tri-partite pact with Hitler in
Vienna. On 28 March 1941, according to docu
ments produced at the Niirnberg trial, Hitler had
decided to annihilate Yugoslavia and, what was
even more important for the discussion in prog
ress, to postpone the attack on the Soviet Union
from 15 May, as had been originally intended, to
22 June. On 5 April the Government of Yugo
slavia, of which Mr. Kosanovic had been a mem
ber, had signed the treaty of friendship with the
Soviet Union, and on 6 April Yugoslavia had
been brutally attacked from all sides by the Axis
Powers.
142. Yugoslavia had collapsed in two weeks, but
the rebellion of 27 March 1941 remained a funda
mentally important historical fact from a much
wider point of yiew. With the collapse of Yugo
slavia, a vigorous struggle had been organized in
the country under the leadership of Tito, a strug
gle almost unique in its importance, its organiza
tion, success and wide-spread popular support.
Incidentally, the Yugoslav Minister in Moscow
had been given his papers on 12 May 1941, three
weeks after Hitler's occupation of Yugoslavia.
143. All that was history, for which Mr. Vy
shinsky apparently showed no particular interest
when it concerned other peoples. The great work
of Tito and of all the self-sacrificing leaders who
had brought the country out of chaos and built
up its freedom and independence was also his
tory; and so were the 1,700,000 Yugoslav graves
with which Yugoslavia had paid for its partici
pation in the Second World War.
144. Yugoslavia was proud of its long-history,
respected it and was always inspired by it. No
resolutions of the Cominform could do away with
it, nor could any- slander, let alone such fantastic
falsehoods as had been resorted to in the notori
ous Rajktrial,
145. The 'Comi1iformintended to isolate Yugo
slavia and wanted to reduce the' whole question
of its action against yugoslavia. toapitrety inter
nal problem which itexpet~ed· to solve by force.
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146. In connexion with the draft resolution sub- not to be blamed if they did not wish to repeat
mitted by the USSR, the Yugoslav delegation had that policy of drift and overconfidence.
already called the attention of the United Nations 153. The methods employed by the western
to the discrepancies between the words and the Powers had been motivated by mcontrovertible
deeds of the Soviet Union, because it had seen in facts. When those Powers had made arrange
the attitude of that country a danger to the peace ments for the demobilization of their armed
and independence of small countries. forces, their action had not been imitated by the
147. Mr. Kosanovic doubted if it were a colncl- USSR. The western Powers had not acquired
dence that, at the very moment when the USSR new territories; on the contrary, events had oc
draft resolution concerning the strengthening of curred which. were greatly to the credit of the
peace was being discussed in the General Assem- United Kingdom: the sovereignty of the Domln
bly, the COmi1Jform had adopted a new resolution ions had been increased and strengthened; inde
directed against Yugoslavia on Yugoslavia's pendence had been granted to India; and the
National Day, 29 November. In 1943, in the midst representatives of the territories formerly under
of their momentous national struggle, the Yugo- British influence had declared in the United
slav peoples had formulated clearly through their Nations that the United Kingdom had not at
political representatives the programme for the tempted to interfere in' their internal affairs. The
future constitution of Yugoslavia. That was why Soviet Union, on the other hand, had adopted a
the Yugoslavs had come out of the war without so-called realistic policy which consisted in sur
plunging into civil war, without having to deal rounding itself with a cordon of friendly States.
with and to solve any thorny problems, and with It had become obvious to the whole world that the .
all the positive and constructive political forces policy of establishing such a cordon would every
closely united in a broad national front for the where create problems similar to those created by
reconstruction of the country in peace. Hitler's policy when he had annexed Austria and
148. The anniversary of the National Day sym- had tried to do the same with Poland. That policy
bolizing those events had been used by the of the USSR had been brought about by mistrust.

But that mistrust must be eliminated by means
Cominform as an occasion to ca11 Yugoslavia a of a sincere rapprochement and fu11 and direct
fascist country and to declare that the struggle . . . h
against the "Tito clique, hired spies and assassins" discussion WIt the western Powers, through the

United Nations.was the international duty of a11 communists and
of a11 workers' parties. 154. The Soviet Union must realize that the po-

tential causes of war were mistrust, the mistaken
149. The representative of Yugoslavia did not concept of the State and of sovereignty held by
intend to ascribe too much importance to such a the USSR which was incompatible with the west
res?luti~n, ~ut ca11ed attention to one o~ the issues ern Powers' concept of sovereignty and, finally,
which It raised, It was very probable that Mr. political mysticism
Vyshinsky would say that he, as Minister for' . .' . .. .
Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, was not 155. MIstrust :vas mc:easI1!g m the ~tates WhI~
responsible for such resolutions. The fact re- f~11~wed a policy of isolation. But It could .De
mained, however, that it was precisely because eliminated by a rapprochement and by a desire
Yugoslavia had been unwilling to submit to such to understand the thoughts of others.
resolutions that the Yugoslav Comrminist Party 156. The Soviet Union, however, did not wish
had been expelled from the Cominformand that to understand the aims of the western Powers.
all possible political, ec:onomic and other measures It was fo11owing a policy of absolute spiritual iso
had been resorted to against Yugoslavia. It was lation and believed it had an infallible formula
quite clear that the Governments abiding by such and absolute political truth.
orders of the CominfGlrm were in fact called upon 157. When Soviet leaders and theoreticians
to apply a11 possible pressu.re against Yu~?slavia. came into contact with reality, they made contra
That was not a m~ans-m a11 probability ~ot dictory, equivocal or ambiguous declarations.
even for Mr.. Vyshmsky-for the preservation Thus, the USSR representative had shrewdly
of peace and independence of countries. shifted the debate to channels where he was in a
150. M,.. BELAUNDE (Peru) thought it essential position to giye what might be ca11ed an inc0!U"
to approach the problem under consideration with plete reply, smc~ he COUld. r~ly on. texts which
complete frankness, since a few sincere state- ~ere obvI?usly In contradiction WIth the t<;xts
ments might possibly help to inform not only CIted .by hIS opponen~s. But other r~presentatI!es
world public opinion but also opinion in the had invoked the philosophy of history, which
Soviet Union. showed that when a country tried to impose its

. system on another country by force, it must face
151. The complete--at times even brutal- national resistance That lesson was confirmed
frankness w~ich had marked the discussion had by the movement' called Titoism and by other
!Unde I~ possible ~o. analyse profoundly opposed phenomena on which exact information was not
ideologies and poltcIes., available, but which could be inferred in other
152. The Peruvian delegation considered that spheres close to the Soviet Union. Those facts
there was no foundation whatever for the allega- had not been refuted, nor h~d th~ U~SR concept
tion that the western Powers had pursued a policy o~ the S~ate, a concept which inevitably .led to
of aggression. Facts had shown that the methods dictatorship at home and war between nations.
adopted by the western Powers had been the in- 158. For the western Powers, the State was a
evitable consequence of the methods adopted by legal.and political entity designed to serve a higher
th~ Soviet Union. The western Powers, which authority-the nation. But then' Engels had ap
had failed to-pursue a prudent and far-sighted peared, that extraordinary and titanic man, the

. policy in. regard to German armaments in 1914, ideological ancestor ofMarx, who had thrown the
had made the same mistake in 193~. They were relations between the State and the nation into
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confusion. The nation, which was the people, a
spiritual community which should be free and su
perior to the State, became confused with the
stntcture of the State, which was the expression
of the divine will. It was clear that under that
concept there was no room for internal freedom
or international peace. .

159. The western Powers had always sought to
differentiate between the State as a political struc
ture and as an instrument of constraint and force,
and the spiritual community in which the idea of
liberty reigned supreme. Mr. Belaunde recalled
the saying "render therefore unto Caesar the
things which are Caesar's and unto God the things
that are God's",and added that when Caesar took
upon himself the role. of God-not only the
religious role but also the cultural role-he be
came a dictator in the international field. That was
a terrible law because it was a sociological law
which was more powerful than' 'economic laws, as
the latter were often not applicable to man. He
sincerely hoped that the modem world would
listen to the voice of economic interests. If the
man in the street in the Soviet Union or the
United States were asked what he desired, he
would reply, thinking of his economic interests,
that he wished for peace. But peace was not pos
sible, in spite of those economic interests which
coincided with spiritual interests, because along
side economic interests there were unsettling psy
chological factors. The psychological factor of
power could be useful when placed in the hands
of men who were inspired by divine laws. The
desire to dominate could be evil. The psychology
of power had given rise to 'the idea of totali
tarianism, and had caused international disagree
ments..

160. Gustave Le Bon had proved that, in 1914,
Germany had economically dominated the world
and had controlled 30 per cent of Russian econ
omy, and that a balance might have been estab
lished between Germany, England, and Russia.
Bismarck had also foreseen the same thing when
he had said that Germany should never fig-ht the
whale or the elephant. But psychological factors,
a desire for power, had brought about the 1914
and 1939 wars and, despite the need for harmon
izing current economic interests, would cause the
war of the future.

161. Mr. Belaiinde wondered in which country
that desire for power, that wish to dominate, to
impose its institutions on the world, was to be
found. It was certainly not to be found in the
United Kingdom, which had recently given India
its freedom and which did not interfere with the
countries that only a short while before had been
part of its Empire. It was not to be found in the
United States, which had to respect its democratic
traditions, and which, so -far as the countries of
South America were concerned, wished to accept
points of view calculated to promote friendly re
lations based on equality and honour. Those coun
tries did not want to spread democracy by means
of bayonets and guns; they believed that natural
evolution, a gravitation towards higher ideals, and
the appearance of favourable geographical or eco
nomic factors could aid in the universal develop
ment of democracy.

162. Referring to those who were opposed to
such views and who should be treated with all the
.respect due t<.> their mystical concepts which he

believed to be sincere, the representative of Peru
said that those persons were convinced that not
only should democracy be imposed on peoples,
and the economic and political structure of aU
countries changed, but that that change could not
be brought about by the natural, slow and evolu
tive working of the laws of historical materialism.

163. The only accurate science was political
psychology; and in that psychological element lay
the threat of war. Political mysticism was an
erroneous philosophy. Religious mysticism was
the philosophy of the absolute in the spiritual
.world, where the absolute did, in fact, exist,
whereas political mysticism was the philosophy of
the absolute in the material world. The western
Powers were absolutists in matters concerning
morals and the guiding principles of life. In the
Soviet Union, however, the philosophy of the ab
solute was such as to lead to statements similar
to those of Robespierre, Marx and Lenin, the great
advocates of the imperative Utopia, to the effect
that reality was not reality, and that it must serve
their ideas. That was the Procrustean method;
everyone must submit to their ideas because their
mission on earth was to create a new reality and
thus to dominate the world.

164. It might be suggested to the Soviet Union
that it should not be distrustful, but that it should
study the institutions of the western countries,
and analyse their interests, which were similar to
the legitimate interests of the USSR. But the
Soviet Union would not listen to such advice. It
could be told that according to the western Pow
ers' concept of sovereignty, the State was subject
to justice. The judicial organization of the United
States, and of most of the countries of America,
could say that a law was unconstitutional. In
other countries, the religious community could
oppose some action of the State, saying that the
g-overnment had been wrong, and eventually pub
lic opinion would insist that the action of the.gov
ernment should be rectified.
165. Presidents Hoover, Coolidg-e and Harding
had not followed the good neighbour policy, but
a man named Alfred Smith had arisen who had
said that their policy was bad, that the countries
of Latin America shouldbe treated on an equal
footing, and that the Monroe Doctrine of non
intervention should be respected. That movement
of opinion had grown and President RooseveIt
had made those ideas his 'own.
166. The Soviet Union used the forum of the
United Nations to make propaganda for its ideas.
Its representatives made long and able speeches,
because they knew that the United States was sus
ceptible to propaganda. Nevertheless, they should
realize that that country respected the principles
of law, justice and morality, as did all the western
democracies, and for that reason war could never
become popular and could never become a politi
cal necessity. On the other hand, war had. become
Cl necessity jn the plans of the Soviet Union, be
cause the day that Soviet democracy sensed that
there were difficulties in the countries within the
orbit of the -Politburo, in the immense sea that
was China, for example.i.suspicion would grow
and it would be necessary to intoxicate the people
with 3,ome new ~yth. of national.supremacy. That
would create an inevitable factor of war.
167: Mr. Belaiinde confessed that he had seldom
heard such a debate as that in progress,. itl\Vhich _
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each delegation had delivered speeches so full of
sincerity and conviction. The Soviet Union should
take to heart c the' example of fifty-three widely
separated countries, with different political insti
tutions, cultures and cultural modalities, yet fol
lowing only the dictates of their conscience.
168. The USSR should also take into considera
tion the desire for peace common to all countries.
When they had voted against the proposed pact,
all the delegations had expressly signified. their
desire that negotiations should continue through
the marvelous medium of inter-governmental con
sultation which the New World had passed on to
the Qld World as a token of thanks for having
created it and having transmitted its civilization
to it.
169. But nobody could believe himself infallible.
,¥oung countries should do no more than reiterate
their hopes, their anxiety or, as Unamuno had put
it, "their agony for peace".

170. Mr. GoN'lALEZA,LLENDES (Chile) moved
the adjournment of the meeting.,

171. The PRESIDENT announced that three rep
resentatives still wished to speak on the subject
before the Assembly: the Chilean representative
the Brazilian representative, who wished to ex~
plain his vote, and the USSR representative who
wished to reply to some' previous remarks.

172. As several representatives interested in
certain of the subsequent items on the. agenda of
the Assembly were desirous of leaving on Friday
2 December, he left it to the Assembly to decid~
whether it would adjourn, on the proposal of the
Chilean representative, or continue the discus
sion and proceed to the vote.

The motion for adjournment 'was adopted bJ'
28 'Votes to 10, with 8 abstentions.

The m~;ting rose at 6.25 p.m.

~_.--',

TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FIRST PLENARY 'MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Thursday, 1 December 1949, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6MULO (Philippines).

Condemnation of the preparations for could not accept the USSR draft resolution: con- .
a new war, and conclusion of a five- demnation of the.preparations for a new war, and
Power pact for the strengthening of conclusionof a five-Power pact for the strengthen

ing of peace (Aj1149), On the other hand, it re
peace: report of the First Committee affirmed its support of the draft resolution on the
(A/1150) (conclud,ed) essentials of peace submitted by the United States

1. Mr. OSTRIA GUTIERREZ (Bolivia) said that and Uni!ed Kingd,om delegations and approved
before explaining his delegation's vote, he wished, ~y the First Committee, because ~at ?raft resolu
to correct the statementmade at the 260th meeting' tion not only reassert~d the principles of the
by the representative of the Byelorussian SSR. Charter, but al~o provided a guara,nte~ ~or the
namely, that Bolivia, under pressure from United peace and sec~nty of the wea~er countries and a
States capitalist interests, had negotiated a loan pledge that ~elr fre:dom and independence ,,:ould
from Dillon, Read and Co. in order to make war be respecte<!- ~n th~, race of any act or th~eat likely
on Paraguay. That was quite untrue.. 'because to, lead to ~1Y11 strife and to the subversion of the
Bolivia had obtained that loan many years before will of their peoples,
th~ C:haco ~ar and had devoted the whole of it to 5. The Bolivian delegation felt that the first sen
building railways, tence of paragraph 3 of the draft resolution of
2. Furthermore the assertion that that war had the Soviet Union. expressed an idea whichap
been incited. by United States trusts was 'equally peared in a clea~er and, more, complete ~orm in
false and ridiculous, because its real .cause had the ~raft resolution, of the First Committee. It
been the territorial dispute over the Chaco, which considered, therefore, that e!1ch draft should be
had lasted almost a century; and Bolivia had con- !oted on, as a whole, and. either adopted o,r,re
ducted the war thanks to its own mineral re- jected as a whole, because anyone prOVISIOn,
sources and the heroic sacrifices of its people. taken separately, might lend itself to misinterpre
3, The conduct of the Bolivian eo le which had tation and give rise ~o:onft1sion. B.olivia would
been inspired by the eternal ide~l ~f patriotism, support the draft resolub0!1 of the FIrst Commit
could not be. intelligible to representatives of coun- tee lan

t
? would voteagamst the USSR draft

tri hi h h d '11 f hei . d . d reso u Ion.nes W IC a no WI 0 t err own an lay un er
the tyranny of fanatical and transient dogmas. 6. Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile) said that during
Fortunately, distortions such as those of therepre- thedebateIn the First Committee as well as ,in
sentativeof the Byelorussian SSR did not change the discussion in the Assembly, the Soviet Union
historical truth and could not harm the brother- had suffered its g-reatest reverse to date in the
hood and friendship of. Bolivia and Paraguay United Nations. The unanimity of the fifty-three
which had risen above disaster at the close of th~ democratic countries had exposed the vassals of
sanguinary Chace war and which bad buried the Moscow to the moral censure of a peace-loving,
hatchet. ,. . 1;lut vigilant, .public opinion. • "

4,Mr. Ostria Gutietrez reiterated the explicit 7. Apart. from the. Stalinist profession. of faith
statement made by the representative ()fBplivia in made at the 25Sthmeetingby the representative
the First Committee- to theeffectthafBolivia of Poland, nothing new had been revealed during
'" t For·'.t·h·.·e·.·d'lsc··u·ss·l·n . th" ..bi 't • ·h".·F'';' . C···' '.. ' the debate. On the contrary, the Sovietdelega-

• .'. •• 0 on IS. SII jec In t e .. Irst. om- ti .and th d 1 ti hich •. d hmittee, see OfflCJal Records ofthe fourth session of the . I()ns~n . ie e ega tops w IC, s1;1pp'0rte • t :1U
GeneralAssembly, First qmtnittee,.325th to :Q7th trieet- had. once more accused the' democratic countries.
'11!:Xsi"C!4s!,,~; '" ," "'. >.. " .. 0' .. gL~Qllo.win~ th~ l!nt~~<\ §t,~~~s ~ng ~hcrVn~~l(c;\
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